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Parallel rewrite systems (also known as Lindenmayer systems) have
many applications. They are used in biology, to model the develop-
ment of plants, and used in art, to generate music and architectural
designs. One thing that makes these systems so useful is their com-
plexity. Many parallel rewrite systems can produce highly complex
patterns from simple rules. This complexity can make rewrite systems
difficult to study mathematically. A different approach, pioneered by
Wolfram, is to use computer searches to reveal simple systems with in-
teresting properties. We use this approach to study a class of systems
we call ‘non-overlapping substitution systems’ within which a string is
repeatedly updated by applying rewrite rules in a non-overlapping way.
In this paper exhibit several simple examples of these systems that pro-
duce complex behavior. We prove the aperiodicity of one system and
prove the computationally universality of another. We also describe
many novel applications of non-overlapping substitution systems in-
cluding data encryption, compression and the evaluation of numerical
functions.

1. Introduction

In parallel rewrite systems a string is repeatedly updated by applying
local replacement rules. One of the first people to study parallel rewrite
rules was Astrid Lindenmayer [3], [4] who applied them to model plant
and Algae development, for this reason parallel rewrite systems are
widely known as Lindenmayer systems.

Many parallel rewrite systems can generate very complex dynamics
using simple rules. This has lead to many artistic applications such
as the generation of music [8], architecture [1] and computer graphics
[2]. Their potential complexity makes many parallel rewrite systems
difficult to analyze mathematically, especially when the replacement
rules are neighbor dependent.

One fruitful way to study complex rewrite systems is to take an ex-
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perimental approach -using computer simulations to get an accurate
pictures of the dynamics. In [7] Wolfram studies a class of parallel
rewrite systems he calls ‘substitution systems’. By searching and sim-
ulating Wolfram identifies some of the simplest cases that generate
complex behavior.

We take a similar experimental approach towards a class of rewrite
systems we call non-overlapping substitution systems. Using computer
searches we find simple examples that generate highly complex pat-
terns. On particularly dramatic example is system 58, which has very
simple rules yet produces random looking patterns. We have tried to
keep the main text of this paper as non-technical as possible. In the
appendix we present a mathematical analysis of system 58, where we
discuss how aspects of the dynamics of system 58 can be described
using group theory.

We also construct a system which is designed to emulate the Turing
machine that was discovered in [7] and proved to be universal in [5].
After demonstrating complexity we discuss how one can use computer
searches to mine the space of non-overlapping substitution systems for
systems with practical applications. We also exhibit a class of systems
that are time reversible in a very natural way. We show how such
reversible systems can be used for cryptography and data compression.

A non-overlapping substitution system is specified by a set {a1 →
b1, a2 → b2, ..., an → bn} of replacement rules. A replacement rule
ai → bi converts a sting ai to a sting bi. A string is updated under
such a system by applying the replacement rules from the left in a
non-overlapping way.

In particular a string x is updated by scanning across it from left to
right. Whenever a substring ai is encountered such that ai → bi is a
replacement rule ai gets replaced with bi, and the scan then continues
from the right of the newly replaced substring. When the scan reaches
the end of the string the update is complete.
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Figure 1. A space-time plot showing the dynamics of the initial
string 01111 over the first four time steps using replacement rules
{0 → 11, 10 → 0, 11 → 01}. The initial string is shown at the top
and time reads downwards. We have used lines to indicate how the
strings generate one-another; these will be omitted in the subsequent
figures.

2. Simple rules, complex behavior

There are 216 systems of the form {0 → b1, 10 → b2, 11 → b3} with
b1, b2 and b3 taking values in {0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11}. Amongst these we
find systems that cause exponential and linear growth. Many systems
also induce periodic orbits. There are a few examples that produce
intricate fractal patterns but one case appears especially complicated,
system 58. When a string full of 0’s is evolved under system 58 (see
figure 2) the resulting pattern is remarkably elaborate, resembling ran-
dom noise despite the system being deterministic.
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Figure 2. A space-time plot depicting the dynamics of system 58
when it is initialized with a string consisting of 22 light gray blocks.
Note how the period at which a site changes color increases as ones
moves to the right.

In the appendix we will show how system 58 can be viewed as a
cellular automata and apply a novel method involving group theory
to prove that the period (in time) of a piece of the string increases
indefinitely as one moves right in space.

There are thousands systems using three symbols with complex be-
havior (see figure 3). Some of these produce random looking patterns
like rule 58, others produce more complicated patterns that hold a
mixture of ordered and disordered regions (much like class four cellu-
lar automata [6]).
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Figure 3. Space-time plots of two systems which grow complex pat-
terns from a single cell. The pattern on the left has a random looking
growth rate. The pattern on the right hold a mixture of ordered and
disordered regions.

Wolfram’s principle of computational equivalence [7] suggests that
many of these complex looking systems should be computationally uni-
versal. The system shown in figure 4 is universal, meaning a complete
characterization of it’s behavior is impossible.

Figure 4. A space-time plot of the simplest known computationally
universal Turing machine [5]. The rules are shown at the top. The
middle shows the evolution of the system over seven time steps. At the
bottom is a set of replacement rules for a non-overlapping substitution
system which can emulate the Turing machine.
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3. Performing multiplication and other functions

The way strings change under a non-overlapping substitution system
has similarities to the way that cells divide and differentiate in growing
organisms. Many organisms are able to regulate their size -growing to
a certain limit and then stopping. Many non-overlapping substitution
systems share this property. In fact some systems can effectively do
arithmetic in that they cause a row of n light gray blocks to change
into a string of length f(n) which subsequently remains fixed. Figure
5 shows examples with f(n) = 6n and f(n) = 7n.

Figure 5. Two systems which effectively perform multiplication. The
system on the left causes each string of n > 1 light gray blocks to grow
into a fixed string on length 6n. The system on the right causes each
string of n > 1 light gray blocks to grow into a fixed string on length
7n.

The systems shown in figure 5 where found by doing computer
searches through the millions of systems. The behavior of the system
at the left of figure 5 appears to behave in quite a simple way. The dy-
namics of the system on the right of figure 5 are less trivial. This system
seems to produce very complex patterns despite accurately evaluating
7n at least up to n = 10000. It appears very difficult to prove this
system evaluates 7n for arbitrary n. Table 1 shows systems that can
evaluate many other functions. Many of these systems would be very
difficult to design but they can be found quickly by doing computer
searches.
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f(n) Replacement rules
3n {0→ 01, 10→ 10, 11→ 1}
4n {0→ 02, 10→ 01, 11→ 11, 12→ 11, 20→ 20, 21→ 1, 22→ 11}
5n {0→ 02, 10→ 10, 11→ 22, 12→ 12, 20→ 10, 21→ 21, 22→ 1}
11n {0→ 01, 10→ 12, 11→ 2, 12→ 20, 20→ 12, 21→ 01, 22→ λ}
n mod 3 {0→ 1, 10→ 20, 11→ 20, 12→ 2, 20→ 01, 21→ λ, 22→ λ}
bn2c {0→ 1, 10→ 10, 11→ 02, 12→ 1, 20→ 02, 21→ 2, 22→ λ}

Table 1. The rules behind non-overlapping substitution systems which
cause each initial string of n zeros to evolve towards a fixed string of
length f(n). Note λ denotes the empty string, 22→ λ, for example, is
equivalent to deleting 22.

4. Reversible systems

Many non-overlapping substitution systems are time reversible. For
example consider the system {00 → 0}. An update performed on
a string of > 1 zeros can be reversed by updating with the inverse
system {0 → 00}. The system {00 → 0} is however not reversible for
all inputs, for example updating the string 0 with the system yields 0
(because the replacement rule does not refer to a lone zero) whereas if
we apply the inverse {0→ 00} to 0 we get 00.

Figure 6 A reversible system. Any binary string (with a 2 attached
to the end) can be evolved forwards or backwards (by inverting the rule)
under this system in a reversible way.

A set of replacement rules {a1 → b1, a2 → b2, ..., an → bn} forms a
non-overlapping substitution system provided {a1, a2, ..., an} is a prefix
free set (i.e. no ai is a prefix of aj for i 6= j). The inverse of such a sys-
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tem will be {b1 → a1, b2 → a2, ..., bn → an}. This inverse will be a well
defined non-overlapping substitution system provided {b1, b2, ..., bn} is
a prefix free set. Suppose a string x gets updated under the system
S = {a1 → b1, a2 → b2, ..., an → bn} to become y. In such a case
the inverse (supposing it is well defined) will cause y to become x pro-
vided the replacement rules of S effected every character of x when it
changed it to y (i.e. provided x can be partitioned into substrings in
{a1, a2, ..., an}).

We say a system is completely reversible, for a given input, when
it can be evolved forwards or backwards for any amount of time in
a reversible way. Let R2 denote the set of non-overlapping substitu-
tion systems {0 → b1, 10 → b2, 11 → b3, 12 → b4, 2 → 2} such that
{b1, b2, b3} = {0, 10, 11}, b4 = 12 or {b1, b2, b3} = {1, 00, 01}, b4 = 02.
There are 24 systems in R2 (including the one shown in figure 6) and
each rule in R2 is completely reversible for any initial string x2 with x
in {0, 1}∗.

There are many completely reversible systems that use more colors
(see figure 7). Some of these rules cause the initial strings to enter high
period orbits which include fractal patterns. Other systems cause the
initial string to shrink down until a certain point and then expand out
again so that the space time plot is shaped like an hour glass (like figure
7, left). These kinds of rules are interesting because the dynamics often
seem to go through a kind of phase transition at the point of minimal
length -switching from ordered to random looking dynamics like water
turns into gas.

Figure 7 Two systems which are completely reversible for any input in
{0, 1, 2}∗×{3}. The system on the left makes the orderly initial string
shrink down to a small size and then blow up into a more complicated
pattern. The system on the right preserves the length of the initial
string and so is periodic.
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5. Applications of reversible rules

As we have demonstrated reversible systems can generate complex be-
havior (see figure 7). This suggests that they could be used for cryptog-
raphy. To encrypt string one need simply evolve it for a few time steps
under a completely reversible system. The encrypted string could then
sent and the encryption key would consist of the rule used together
with the amount of updates that were performed. Given the encrypted
string and the key a receiver could retrieve the message by evolving
the encrypted string backwards using the rule. When the system em-
ployed is complex it should be extremely difficult for an eaves dropper
to decode the message without the encryption key.

A more novel application of completely reversible systems is data
compression. Consider the system depicted in figure 6. If one wished
to compress the string 1011101011111010101011111111101010102 then
one can simply run the system depicted in figure 6 until the string
reaches it’s minimal size. Such a global minimum corresponds to the
best compression this system can achieve and running the system back-
wards (for the same number of time steps) recovers the initial data.

Many inputs to the system in figure 6 induce these sort of hour glass
shaped space-time plots, so many pieces of data can be compressed by
simply running the system until the string stops getting smaller (at
which point minimal compression has been achieved). However this
system will only be able to exploit certain kinds of patterns in the data,
and this means it will be unable significantly compress the majority of
inputs. The point, however, is that many reversible rules can produce
these kinds of hourglass shaped patterns, so if one wishes to compress a
generic piece of data then one try out many reversible rules in a similar
fashion.

Our compression scheme consists of testing a large set of candidate
reversible systems by evolving our data (which is the binary string
we wish to compress) under each system, (running it until the string
fails to shrink). We compare the levels of compression achieved by the
different systems. We record the rule that performs best, the amount
of time it should be run for and the string it reduces the initial data
to. The compressed data consists of these three pieces of information
(system, run time and reduced string), this can be uncompressed by
running the system backwards, starting from the reduced string, for
the run time.
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Figure 8 A plot which shows the performance of our compression
algorithm compared to the Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm [9] (which is
used in software such as the UNIX program ‘compress’). The plot was
generated by testing the two algorithms ability to compress length 4000
random binary strings with increasing numbers of 1’s. The x-axis gives
the percentage chance that any entry in the input string is 1. The y-
axis gives the compression percentage which is one hundred times the
length of the output string divided by the length of the input string.
When the percentage of 1’s is 50 both algorithms have compression
percentage 100 because they are unable to exploit patterns in strings
with so much randomness.

Figure 8 shows that our compression scheme out performs Lempel-
Ziv-Welch algorithm scheme for small inputs, although we concede our
algorithm is about one thousand times slower. There are many ways
our compression scheme (which is described in more detail in the ap-
pendix) can be improved. Firstly it can be made faster by investigating
which reversible systems are called most often. Some systems are far
more useful for compression than others. By filtering the useless rules
out the speed can be greatly improved. Secondly our scheme could
be made more effective by incorporating a more sophisticated way to
find the minimal compression a given rule attains. This is a one di-
mensional space searching problem. Our current scheme just settles
for the first local minimum. A more complex search mechanism could
be implemented, but would likely make the scheme work slower.

6. Conclusion

Many extremely simple non-overlapping substitution systems can pro-
duce highly complex dynamics. Many figures in this paper demonstrate
this, as does our analysis of system 58 and our exhibition of a universal
system.
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We have argued that non-overlapping substitution systems have
many practical applications such as evaluation of arithmetic opera-
tions, data encryption and data compression. Using these systems for
data compression is beneficial for a couple of reasons. Firstly com-
plex reversible systems may be able to exploit patterns in the data too
intricate to be recognized by existing methods. Secondly our scheme
leads to the knowledge of a system that actively generates the data one
wishes to compress. This means it could be used to extrapolate from
the data or reveal sophisticated patterns within the data in an easy to
understand way.

Our findings are further evidence that many useful computations
can be performed using extremely simple programs. Such programs
may be too strange to design, or understand, but may nevertheless out
perform existing approaches. By doing computer searches through the
simplest possibilities we can find them.
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Appendix

A. Analysis of system 58

Let wx denote the concatenation of strings w and x and let xn denote
the string obtained by concatenating x with itself n times. Let A∗

denote the set of strings that can be formed by concatenating characters
from A. For a string w = w1w2...wm let |w| = m denote the length of
w and let w[a,b] denote the substring wawa+1...wb. We write wi or wi
to denote the ith character of w. A prefix of w is a substring of the
form w[1,i], a suffix is a substring of the form w[i,|w|].
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Figure 9 The space-time plot on the left depicts the dynamics of
system 58 when it is initialized with a string of 12 light gray blocks.
The picture on the right is a space time plot of an equivalent cellular
automata. In the cellular automata each cell gets updated simultane-
ously according to the rules. For example a black cell with a white cell
on its left will become a dark gray cell. When the rewrite rule shown
above the arrow is applied to each row of the space-time plot on the
right the plot on the left (minus the top row) is generated.

In this section we shall study the dynamics of the non-overlapping
substitution system {0 → 10, 10 → 01, 11 → 1}, which we call system
58. Let Rt(x) denote the string obtained by updating x, t times, under
system 58. Let W = {10, 110, 101, 01}∗ be the set of all binary strings
that can be partitioned into pieces from {10, 110, 101, 01}. We shall
show that almost every x ∈ {0, 1}∗ will be such that Rt(x) ∈W for all
sufficiently large t. We shall also show that, once a string lies in W,
its future dynamics can be described by the cellular automata shown
on the right of figure 9. We shall then show how this cellular automata
can be calculated column by column. We shall expose connections with
the dihedral group of order 6 and prove that the period with which any
particular cell ends up flashing (in time) becomes arbitrarily large as
one travels far enough right (in space). There is a lot of evidence that
the period of any column will be three times that of the previous,
although we have been unable to prove this.

A.1 W attracts almost everything

In this section we will show that any finite binary string which contains
a zero will eventually evolve, under rule 58, to lie within W. Let M
denote the set of all binary strings which do not contain 11111 or 11110
as a substring. We shall show that Rτ (x) ∈M for some τ .
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Suppose we have a block Rn+1(x)[a+1,a+b] = 1b of b 1’s at time
n + 1. In order for such a block to exist there must be a substring
(10)A(11)B0C of Rn(x), from which the block is generated, with A,C ∈
{0, 1}, B ≥ 0 and A + B + C = b. This implies B ≥ b − 2 and
2B ≥ 2b − 4. Now suppose b > 4, then 2B > 4 ≥ 2b − 2B and so
2B > b. This means that any block of b > 4 ones at time n + 1 must
be generated by a larger block, (11)B , of 2B ones at time n. Since each
block of more than four 1’s will become shorter every update and that
no block of more than four 1’s can be generated by anything except
a preexisting, larger, block of ones. Therefor there must exist a finite
T such that after T time steps our string will not hold blocks of more
than four 1’s.

Suppose n >> T and 011110 is a substring at time n. One can
see by looking at the replacement rules that the only substring at time
n−1 which could generate such a 011110 is 1011110. Similarly the only
substrings at time n− 2 which could generate 1011110 are 111011110
and 101011110. Suppose (falsely) that 111011110 is the generator,
this leads to contradiction because the only substring at time n − 3
which can generate 111011110 contains a block of more than four ones,
which contradicts our assumption that n − 3 > T . So 101011110 is
the generator at time n− 2. The only substrings at n− 3 which could
generate 101011110 are 11101011110 and 10101011110, and again it
turns out 11101011110 cannot be the generator due to our assumption
that n >> T . One can continue this chain of reasoning to see that
the existence of the substring 011110 at time n >> T implies the
existence of a substring (10)i11110, at time n − i, which generates it,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− T}.

Now we can see that n cannot be arbitrary large, since if it where
then there would exist an arbitrary large substring (10)n−T11110 at
time T which would imply that the initial string is arbitrary large which
contradicts our assumption that the initial string is finite. So there
must be some τ such that n < τ . So we have shown that Rτ (x) ∈M
for some finite τ .

Next (falsely) suppose that Rτ+1(x) /∈ W, in such a case there
must exist an i such that no element of {10, 110, 101, 01} is a prefix of
R(Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|]).

Now the first character of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] cannot be 0 since if it where
then it would generate 10 ∈ {10, 110, 101, 01}, under a subsequent up-
date, which would be a prefix of R(Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|]). Similarly the sec-
ond character of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] cannot be zero otherwise the prefix 10
of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] would generate 01 ∈ {10, 110, 101, 01} under a sub-
sequent update. Similarly the third character of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] cannot
be zero otherwise the prefix 110 of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] would lead to the
generation of 110 under a subsequent update. Similarly the fourth
character of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] cannot be zero otherwise the prefix 1110 of
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Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|] would lead to the generation of 101 under a subsequent
update.

So our assumption that there is no element of {10, 110, 101, 01}
which is a prefix of R(Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|]) hence forces either 11111 or
11110 to be a prefix of Rτ (x)[i,|Rτ (x)|], but this cannot be so because
Rτ (x) ∈M.

This proof by contradiction implies that no such i exists, which
means that Rτ+1(x) ∈ W. We can repeat this argument inductively
to show that Rt(x) ∈W, ∀t > τ .

A.2 The cellular automata can emulate the evolution of strings in W

Now we have shown that W attracts almost every initial condition
under system 58 we will describe how the evolution of strings from
W can be emulated by the cellular automata depicted on the right of
figure 9. Suppose x ∈W, in other words suppose x = v1.v2...vm with
each vi ∈ {10, 110, 101, 01}. Let us consider how these vi pieces will
change when x is updated under system 58.

Under the update each vi ∈ {10, 110} will be rewritten in such a
way that either the final 0 is replaced with 10 or the final 10 is replaced
with 01. In this scenario the replacement rules will be applied to the
last character of vi, meaning that the next part, vi+1, will be rewritten
in a way that does not depend upon vi.

Alternatively vi ∈ {01, 101} cannot be completely partitioned into
pieces from {0, 10, 11} and so when x is updated under system 58 the 1
at vi’s right hand side gets ‘carried over’ to vi+1. In other words when
we update x in this case vi is updated as if its final character does not
exist whilst vi+1 is updated as if it had the form 1.vi+1.

Figure 10 The gray arrow pointing out of a string s points towards
the element that vi+1 = S is effectively updated to when it is preceded
by vi ∈ {10, 110}. The black pointing out of a string s points towards
the element that vi+1 = s is effectively updated to when it is preceded
by vi ∈ {101, 01}.

The situation is summarized by digraph shown in figure 10. One
could use this digraph to determine what the string 101011010110 gets
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updated to under system 58. This would be achieved by performing
the partition 101011010110 = v1.v2.v3.v4.v5 where v1 = 10, v2 =
10, v3 = 110, v4 = 101 and v5 = 10. The string is updated to
become 010110101110 = (01)(01)(101)(01)(110). So, for example, v2

gets changed into 01 because it is preceded by v1 ∈ {10, 110} whereas
v5 gets changed into 110 because it is preceded by v4 ∈ {101, 01}.

The situation corresponds to the cellular automata shown in figure
9 when we represent the strings 10, 110, 101 and 01 as black, dark gray,
light gray and white cells respectively. For example a black cell with
a white cell to its left gets updated to become dark gray because the
black arrow out of 10 points towards 110.

For example, as shown in figure 9, when we initialize system 58 with
0n, after one update we will gain the string (10)n ∈ W. The subse-
quent dynamics will be described by the cellular automata. Actually
there may be slight discrepancies between system 58 and the cellular
automata, because the cellular automata can lose data at the right
hand side (e.g. when updating the string 101101), but information can
only travel to the right (i.e. the future state of a cell in the automata
only depends on the current states of itself and its left neighbor), so
the patterns produced by system 58 and the cellular automata will be
equivalent except at the extreme right hand side.

A.3 Connections with group theory

In this section we shall examine how our cellular automata pattern
can be calculated column by column. Looking at the system from this
perspective reveals connections with the dihedral group of order six.

First we change our alphabet from {0, 1} to {1, 2, 3, 4} by denoting
10, 110, 101 and 01 as 1,2,3 and 4. In this manner we can rewrite our
initial string, from W, as a string r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∗, for example we can
rewrite 010110101110 = (01)(01)(101)(01)(110) as 44342.

Figure 11 A relabeled version of the digraph pictured in figure 10.
Columns of the space-time plot of the cellular automata depicted in
figure 9 correspond to walks on this digraph and the sequence of black
and white vertices visited corresponds to the sequence of black and
gray edges which should be traversed on the walk which generates the
next column of the cellular automata space-time plot.
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We can use the digraph in figure 11 generate the cellular automata
space-time plot column by column. Let e be minimal such that re 6= 2.
It is easy to see, from the cellular automata’s update rules, that ∀i ∈
[1, e − 1] the ith cell of the automata will be 2 for all time steps (in
terms of system 58 this is equivalent to saying that if the initial string
has a prefix of the form (110)m then such a prefix will be invariant
under time-evolution). Since the dynamics of the first e − 1 cells are
rather trivial, and have no baring upon the dynamics of the subsequent
cells we shall simply assume that e = 1 (i.e. that the first cell does not
begin in state 2).

In this case the first column of the cellular automata’s space time
plot will be fall into the orbit (14)∞. The second column of the space-
time plot will fall into the orbit (441223)∞. The nth column will begin
with rn and will eventually become periodic.

Given the nth column, x(n) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∞ (which represents the
way the colors of the nth cell of our cellular automata changes over
time), the (n + 1)th column, x(n+ 1), is the sequence of vertices vis-
ited on a walk of the graph shown in figure 11. This walk starts at
vertex rn+1 and continues in a way determined by the nth column. In
particular x(n+ 1)i+1 (which is the (i+1)th entry of the (n+1)th col-
umn) is the vertex one arrives at by starting from the vertex x(n+ 1)i
and moving along a gray edge if x(n)i ∈ {1, 2} and moving along a
black edge if x(n)i ∈ {3, 4}.

In other words one can think of the nth column as a list of directions
(go along gray edge if entry is 1 or 2, black edge if entry is 3 or 4) for
a walk around digraph which generates the (n + 1)th column. For
example the first column’s eventual orbit, (14)∞, induces the set of
instructions go along a gray edge, then a black edge, then a gray edge...
etc. Following these directions causes the second column to eventually
fall into the orbit (441223)∞, irrespective of the starting point r2.

In this way each string x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∗ can be thought of as gener-
ating a mapping Fx : {1, 2, 3, 4} 7→ {1, 2, 3, 4} such that if one begins
from vertex i and follows the directions which correspond to x then
one arrives at vertex Fx(i). What this means in terms of the columns
is, ∀a ≤ b, that x(n+ 1)b+1 = Fx(n)[a,b](x(n+ 1)a).

We shall examine how Fx depends upon the form of x. To simplify
things one should note that vertices 1 and 3 of the digraph shown in
figure 10 are remarkably similar to one-another. The black arrow out
of 1 points towards the same vertex as the black arrow out of 3. The
gray arrow out of 1 points towards the same vertex as the gray arrow
out of 3. Due to this similarity we write u to denote 1 or 3, we can
then express Fx as a permutation of {u, 2, 4}.

Let P0 be the permutation of {u, 2, 4} defined such that P0(u) = 4,
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P0(2) = 2 and P0(4) = u. Similarly let the permutation P1 be defined
such that P1(u) = 2, P1(2) = u and P1(4) = 4. By examining figure 11
one can see that P0(i) is the vertex obtained by starting from vertex i
and moving along a gray edge whereas P1(i) is the vertex obtained by
starting from vertex i and moving along a black edge.

The permutation of {u, 2, 4} which Fx corresponds to can be ob-
tained by composing together the permutations P0, P1 which corre-
spond to the entries of the string x = x1x2...xh. In particular we have
that Fx = Pb xh3 c

◦ Pb xh−1
3 c
◦ ... ◦ Pb x13 c where ◦ denotes composition.

Note that P0 and P1 are both reflections of {u, 2, 4} in that they
interchange the places of two element, leaving the third one stationary.
Rotations are the other type of permutations of {u, 2, 4}, such as u→
2 → 4 → u and the trivial rotation u → u, 2 → 2, 4 → 4 which is the
identity.

We say a string x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∞ has period p if x can be written
in the form yt∞ for y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∗ and t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}p where p is
maximal with respect to this property. We refer to t as the repeating
tail of x. Note that any rotation of t (if we consider it as a cyclic
string) may equally be considered to be the repeating tail of x. The
repeating tail of x(n + 1) is a cycle of the graph in figure 11 which is
generated by repeatedly following the list of directions corresponding
to the repeating tail T(n) of x(n).
|T(n + 1)|, which is the period of x(n + 1), will be k.|T(n)| where

k is minimal such that FT(n)
k(T(n+ 1)1) = T(n+ 1)1. We shall show

that k ∈ {1, 3} for all n.
Suppose |T(n)| is even, in this case |T(n + 1)| = |T(n)| or |T(n +

1)| = 3.|T(n)|. To see this note that |T(n)| is even implies that (FT(n))
is the composition of an even number of reflections of the form P0 or
P1. The composition of an even number of reflections is a rotation,
and so FT(n) is a rotation. When FT(n) is a non-trivial rotation we
will have that |T(n+ 1)| = 3.|T(n)|, when FT(n) is the identity we will
have that |T(n+ 1)| = |T(n)|.

Now since |T(1)| = |41| is even when n = 1 we can use induction to
prove that each term of the sequence |T(1)|, |T(2)|, .... is either equal
to, or tripple the size of, the previous term. Next we shall construct
an argument regarding preimages which implies that |T(n)| → ∞ as
n→∞.

A.4 Preimages

Let U denote the update function which generates successive columns.
U is defined so that if x is the nth column and s is the first entry of
the (n+ 1)th column then U(s,x) is the (n+ 1)th column.

More specifically U(s,x) = Ψs(B(x)) where B : {1, 2, 3, 4}∗ 7→
{0, 1}∗ is defined such that B(x) = bx13 cb

x2
3 c...b

x|x|
3 c and Ψs : {0, 1}∗ 7→
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{1, 2, 3, 4}∗ is defined such that Ψs(y) = h1h2...h|y|+1 where h1 = s
and, hi+1 is the vertex of the figure 11 graph that one arrives at by
starting at hi and moving along a dotted edge, when yi = 0, or moving
along a solid edge, when yi = 1.

One can think of B(x) as the list of directions generated by x whilst
Ψs(B(x)) is the sequence generated by starting from s walking along
the figure 11 graph according to these directions.

We will show for almost all periodic strings z ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∞, that
there exists a special string t such that if U(x) = z, for some s, then
the repeating tail of x will be t (or a rotation of it). In other words the
repeating tail of the preimage of the nth column is uniquely defined by
the repeating tail of the (n+ 1)th column.

Let Ω denote the set of strings in {1, 2, 3, 4}∗ that can be generated
by performing a walk on the figure 11 graph. Clearly U : {1, 2, 3, 4} ×
{1, 2, 3, 4}∗ 7→ Ω.

First we consider the preimages of the Ψ operation. ∀z ∈ Ω there will
be exactly one y ∈ {0, 1}∗ and one s = {1, 2, 3, 4} such that Ψs(y) = z.
Clearly s must be z1. The reason y is unique can be seen by examining
our digraph. Any pair zi, zi+1 of subsequent characters of z will either
be connected by a solid edge, or a dotted edge (but not both solid
and dotted). The presence of a dotted edge forces yi = 0, whist the
presence of a solid edge forces yi = 1. The value of each entry of y
is forced in this manner and hence we can write Ψ−1(z) to denote the
unique y ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that Ψz1(y) = z.

For y ∈ {0, 1}∗ let B−1(y) denote the set of all x ∈ Ω such that
B(x) = y.

Let us introduce the notation θ(0)0 = 2, θ(0)1 = 1, θ(1)0 = 3 and
θ(1)1 = 4. Clearly xi ∈ {θ(yi)0, θ(yi)1}, ∀i.

Given the value of xi, the value of xi+1 is uniquely determined. This
can be seen from the figure 11 graph by noting that b a3c 6= b

b
3c for any

distinct pair of out-neighbors, a and b, of any given node. This means
the values of xi and bxi+1

3 c uniquely determine xi+1. This means that
if we fix the first character of a member of B−1(y) then the rest of its
characters will be uniquely determined. Let ζs(y) denote the uniquely
determined x ∈ B−1(y) such that x1 = s.

Since x1 must be such that b x13 c = y1 we have s ∈ {θ(y1)0, θ(y1)1},
which means there are exactly two members ofB−1(y), namely ζθ(y1)0(y)
and ζθ(y1)1(y).

Now unless y is of the form (01)m or (10)m there will be a minimal
integer i∗ such that yi∗ = yi∗−1. By examining the figure 11 graph one
can see that this implies xi∗ = θ(yi∗)yi∗ for both x ∈ B−1(y). The
reason is that the only ways to go from a vertex in {3, 4} to another
vertex in {3, 4} to use the edge 3→ 4 or to use the edge 4→ 4. Hence
if yi∗−1 = yi∗ = 1 then we have xi∗−1, xi∗ ∈ {3, 4} and also xi∗−1 must
be connected to xi∗ , and hence xi∗ = 4. A similar argument gives us
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that yi∗−1 = yi∗ = 0⇒ xi∗ = 2.
The fact that yi∗−1 = yi∗ uniquely determines xi∗ , for any x ∈

B−1(y), is important because once we know that both membersB−1(y)
have the same i∗th character, we know that they will also have the same
ith character, ∀i > i∗ because these values will be uniquely determined
once the i∗th character is fixed.

Suppose U(s,x) = z then x ∈ U−1(z) = B−1(Ψ−1(z)). If z is the
nth column of a space-time plot of our cellular automata, then it will
have the form, wt∞, with a repeating tail t. The (n− 1)th column of
the space-time plot must be a member of U−1(z). The string Ψ−1(z)
must be eventually periodic, because it unquely determined, character
by character from z. This allows us to write Ψ−1(z) = vT∞, where T
is the repeating tail of Ψ−1(z).

Now suppose that vT∞ /∈ {(10)∞, (01)∞} (we will deal with other
scenarios later). There must exist an i∗ such that the i∗th charac-
ter of vT∞ is equal to its (i∗ − 1)th character. This means that the
ith character of both members of U−1(z) = B−1(vT∞) will be the
same ∀i ≥ i∗. Now the repeating tail of vT∞ will continue to reoc-
cur after the i∗th character, and as it does so it will uniquely deter-
mine the prefixes of both members of B−1(vT∞). Hence both mem-
bers of B−1(vT∞) will have the same repeating tail (up to rotation).
This repeating tail will be equal to the repeating tail of the sequence
ζθ(vT∞i∗ )(vT∞)i∗

(vT∞[i∗,|vT∞|]).

To complete our argument, we must deal with the remaining cases
when Ψ−1(z) = vT∞ ∈ {(10)∞, (01)∞}. The set Θ of all z for which
this is true will be Θ = {Ψs((01)∞) : s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}} ∪ {Ψs((10)∞) :
s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}}, which we can evaluate to be

{1(441223)∞, (223441)∞, (344122)∞, (412234)∞, (122344)∞, (234412)∞, (441223)∞}.

Now we will explicitly calculate the basin of attraction of Θ (the set
of all strings which enter Θ after some number of updates with U). We
shall then show that the strings we are concerned with end up outside
of the basin of attraction of Θ and so we can use the ‘uniqueness of
repeated tail of preimages’ property that we proved to hold for strings
outside of Θ.

The set of all strings which enter Θ after one U update will be
Θ′ = ∪z∈ΘU

−1(z), which we can evaluate (using results previously
mentioned) to be {(14)∞, (41)∞, (23)∞, (32)∞}. The set of strings
which enter Θ after two updates will be Θ′′ = ∪z∈Θ′U

−1(z), which
we can evaluate to be {(4)∞, 2∞}. The set of all strings which enter Θ
after three updates will be ∪z∈Θ′′U

−1(z), which happens to be equal
to Θ′′.

The basin of attraction of Θ will hence be Θ∪Θ′∪Θ′′. Now we will
show that each sequence of columns generated by the cellular automata
quickly leaves this basin of attraction of Θ.
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The first column fall into the orbit (41)∞. We can determine that
the second column always falls in to the orbit (441223)∞ whilst the
third column falls into the orbit (4441412322223234144)∞. The third
column does not lie within the basin of attraction of Θ and so the nth
column will not be in Θ, ∀n ≥ 3.

These arguments imply that ∀n ≥ 3 the repeating tail T(n) of the
nth column uniquely determines (up to rotation) the repeating tail of
the (n − 1)th column. We shall now use a proof by contradiction to
show that |T(n)| → ∞ as n→∞.

Suppose (falsely) that |T(n)| converges to some finite number as
n → ∞. This implies the sequence T(1),T(2), ... will end with an
infinite run of strings of the same, finite length. There is only a finite
number of strings with a finite length and so the sequence T(1),T(2), ...
must end up repeating, with the same string appearing again and again.
We have shown, ∀n ≥ 3 that the (n− 1)th string, T(n− 1) is uniquely
determined by the form of T(n). So if the sequence T(1),T(2), ... does
eventually become periodic then it must be periodic from the start
(otherwise the first repeatedly reappearing string to occur will have
different predecessors, at different points in the sequence, contradicting
the fact that the predecessors are uniquely determined). But we have
already shown that the first few terms of the sequence |T(1)|, |T(2)|, ...
increase in size, and that the sequence is non-decreasing. This forbids
the sequence from being periodic from the start and we achieve our
desired contradiction.

A.5 Self similarity

We shall describe self-similar features of the space-time plot which our
cellular automata generates when the top row r = 4∞. This case
describes the dynamics produced when system 58 is initiated with 0∞.
Similar results hold whenever the top row is any periodic string.

Let D(n) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}∞ denote the string of characters encountered
by starting at the nth entry of the first column of the space-time plot
and reading diagonally towards the bottom right.

D(1) = 4∞, D(2) = 1∞, D(3) = (42)∞, D(4) = (12)∞ and D(5) =
(4322)∞.

Simulations suggest, ∀n ≥ 5, the period of D(n) is double that of
D(n−1), although the important thing is that D(n) is always periodic
from the start. To see this let us look at how D(n) is determined by
D(n− 1).

Because the first column is (41)∞ the first entry, D(n)1, of the nth
column will be 4 if n is odd and 1 if n is even. In general the ith entry,
D(n)i will be the vertex of the figure 11 graph which one arrives at by
starting at the vertex D(n − 1)i and traveling along a dotted edge, if
D(n)i−1 ∈ {1, 2} and traveling along a solid edge otherwise.
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Suppose that D(n−1) is periodic from the start, with period p. Each
vertex v of the figure 11 graph only has two out-neighbors. Suppose
the two out-neighbors of vertex D(n − 1)1+p are α and β. The value
which D(n)1+p takes in {α, β} is determined by the value of D(n)p.

Since D(n−1)1+p = D(n−1)1 there are two possibilities. One is that
D(n)1+p = D(n)1, in which case the sequence D(n)1+p,D(n)2+p, ...,D(n)2.p

will be exactly the same as the sequence D(n)1,D(n)2, ...,D(n)p (be-
cause it has the same starting point and receives the same input from
D(n − 1)) and D(n) will have period p. The other possibility is that
D(n)1+p ∈ {α, β} − {D(n)1}, in this case either 1) D(n)1+2p = D(n)1

or 2) D(n)1+2p = D(n)1+p. 1) Implies that D(n) is periodic from the
start, with period 2p. 2) Implies D(n)1+2p = D(n)1+p, meaning that
D(n) is periodic, but only from the (1 + p)th character onwards, we
will now prove that 2) cannot actually occur.

Given D(n−1)i−1, D(n−1)i and D(n)i one may uniquely determine
the value of D(n)i−1. This can be seen by looking at the figure 11 graph
and noting that whatever value D(n− 1)i−1 has, it will have two out-
neighbors, a ∈ {1, 2} and b ∈ {3, 4}. If the edge from D(n−1)i to D(n)i
is dotted then D(n− 1)i−1 = a whereas if the edge from D(n− 1)i to
D(n)i is solid then D(n− 1)i−1 = b.

2) cannot occur because it implies contradictions. The sequence
D(n)1+p,D(n)2+p, ...,D(n)2.p+1 will be exactly the same as the se-
quence D(n)1,D(n)2, ...,D(n)p+1. Now the last paragraph implies
that, given the value of D(n)1+2p one can backwards-determine the
sequence D(n)2p,D(n)2p−1, ...,D(n)1+p and one should get the same
result as if one takes the value of D(n)1+p and backwards-determines
the sequence D(n)p,D(n)p−1, ...,D(n)1, but 2) implies that D(n)1 6=
D(n)1+p, and this is a contradiction.

This shows ∀n that D(n) will be periodic from the start and its pe-
riod p(n) will either be equal to, or double that of D(n−1). Now p(1) =
p(2) = 1, p(3) = p(4) = 2 and p(n) ≤ 2.p(n − 1) in general. Clearly
D(n)i = D(n)[i+k.p(n)] and so D(1)i = D(1)i+k, D(2)i = D(2)i+k,
D(3)i = D(3)i+2.k and D(n)i = D(n)i+k.2n−3 , ∀i ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, n ≥ 4.

These results imply the presence of self similarity when re-expressed
in terms of the columns x(n). For J ≥ 4 and i ≥ 1 the string
D(1)i.D(2)i...D(J)i will be equal to the substring x(i)[i,i+J−1] of the
ith column. Our results imply D(1)i.D(2)i...D(J)i will be equal to
D(1)i+k.2J−3 .D(2)i+k.2J−3 ...D(J)i+k.2J−3 , and hence

x(i)[i,i+J−1] = x(i+ k.2J−3)[i+k.2J−3,i+k.2J−3+J−1],∀k.

Suppose S is a subset of our space time plot and d is maximal such
that the dth diagonal intersects with S. Our results imply there will be
another subset, identical to S, which can be found by moving spaces
k.2d−2 diagonally towards the bottom right, ∀k.
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B. Period Doubling Diagonals

Figure 44. An illustraition of the mapping which can be used to
determine diagonals from previous diagonoals. The vertices represent
characters in {1, 2, 3, 4} the edges are also labled with characters in
{1, 2, 3, 4}. Note that the edges with one end in {1, 2} and the other
end in {3, 4} are labled with both 1 and 3.

Let us define ga(b) to be the vertex of the graph shown in figure
44 which one arrives at by starting at vertex a and then traversing an
outwardly pointing edge which is labeled with b.

Now it can easily be checked that D(n+1)i+1 = gDi+1(n)(D(n+1)i).
In other words ga(b) is the vertex of figure 11 which one arrives at from
starting at vertex a and traveling along a b b3c type edge (which grey
edges are type 0 and solid edges are type 1).

For a string x = x1x2...xm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}m and a ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} let
us define gx(a) = gxm−1

◦ gxm−1
... ◦ gx1(a). Here ◦ denotes functional

composition. For example f ◦ f ′(x) = f(f ′(x)).
Let us say that a ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is opposit sided from b ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

if and only if |{a, b} ∩ {1, 2}| = 1. In other words, a and b are opposit
sided when one of them lies in the set {1, 2} while the other is in the
set {3, 4}.

Now note a traversal of an edge in the graph shown in Figure 44
leads to an opposit sided character if and only if that edge is labeled
1 or 3. This means that if x = x1x2...xm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}m holds an odd
number of characters from {1, 3} then gx(a) will be opposit sided from
a.

Now as we have already noted, D(n) is periodic from the start.
∀n > 1.

Let us define the periodic part P (n) of D(n), to be the minimal
length string X for which we can D(n) = X∞.

Recall that D(5) = (4322)∞. Now P (n) = 4322.
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Note that P (n) holds an odd number of characters in {1, 3} and an
odd number of characters in {2, 4}.

Now we will prove the following:
lemma 7
If P (n) holds an odd number of characters in {1, 3} and an odd

number of characters in {2, 4} then P (n + 1) is of the form P (n +
1) = XY where |X| = |Y | = |P (n)| and Xi is opposit sided to Yi
∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |P (n)|}. Moreover, in this case P (n + 1) holds an odd
number of characters in {1, 3} and an odd number of characters in
{2, 4}.

Proof
Suppose |P (n)| = L
For any string x = x1x2...xm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}m let us define r(x) =

x2x3...xmx1 to be the string obtained by rotatating the x one unit.
Now clearly P (n + 1)L+1 = gr(P (n))(P (n + 1)1). More generally we

have that P (n+ 1)L+i = gri(P (n))(P (n+ 1)i), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}.
Now since P (n) holds an odd number of characters from {1, 3}, any

rotation ri(P (n)) of P (n) also holds an odd number of characters from
{1, 3}. Now this means that P (n+1)L+i = gri(P (n))(P (n+1)i) is opposit
sided from P (n + 1)i ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. Now if we write X = P (n +
1)1P (n+1)2...P (n+1)L and Y = P (n+1)L+1P (n+1)L+2...P (n+1)L+L,
then X and Y satisfy the conditions above. Moreover P (n+ 1) = XY
since, as we have already shown, the period of the n + 1th diagonoal
must either be equal to, or double that of the nth. So this means either
|P (n+ 1)| = 2|P (n)| or |P (n+ 1)| = |P (n)| but clearly we cannot have
|P (n+ 1)| = |P (n)| because P (n) and P (n+ 1) are both periodic from
the start and P (n + 1)|P (n)|+1 is opposit sided to P (n + 1)1. This
means |P (n+ 1)| = 2|P (n)|. Now since XY is a prefix of D(n+ 1) and
|XY | = 2|P (n)| = |P (n+1)| we must indeed have that P (n+1) = XY ,
as claimed in our Lemma.

Now note (from considering the graph shown in figure 44) that if
u ∈ {1, 3} and gu(a) is opposit sided from gu(b) then we must have that
{gu(a), gu(b)} = {2, 4}. This implies that each character u = P (n)i in
P (n) such that u ∈ {1, 3} generates two characters (namely P (n+1)i =
gP (n)i(P (n+1)i−1) and1 P (n+1)L+i = gP (n)i(P (n+1)L+i−1)) of P (n+1)
which belong to the set {2, 4}.

Next note (from considering the graph shown in figure 44) that
if v ∈ {2, 4} and gv(a) is opposit sided from gv(b) then we must
have that either {gv(a), gv(b)} = {1, 4} (in the case where v = 4)
or {gv(a), gv(b)} = {2, 3} (in the case where v = 2). This implies
that each character v = P (n)i in P (n) such that v ∈ {2, 4} gener-
ates two characters (namely P (n + 1)i = gP (n)i(P (n + 1)i−1) and2

1Replace the i− 1 in the left equation with n when i = 1
2Replace the i− 1 in the left equation with n when i = 1
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P (n+ 1)L+i = gP (n)i(P (n+ 1)L+i−1)) of P (n+ 1) which are such that
one character belongs to {1, 3} and other belongs to {2, 4}.

Let Am denote the number of characters of P (m) which are within
{1, 3}. Let Bm denote the number of characters of P (m) which are
within {2, 4}. Now we have just shown that in our case Bn+1 = 2.An+
Bn and An+1 = Bn. Now since we are assuming that An and Bn are
odd (our hypothesis) it follows that An+1 and Bn+1 are odd, which
proves our Lemma. QED.

Now since P (5) clearly satisfies the conditions for Lemma 7’s ap-
plication, we can use induction to show that ∀n ≥ 5 the nth diagonal
is repeating from the start with period 2n−3. Moreover, when n ≥ 5,
the repeating part, P (n) can be written as P (n) = X(n)Y (n) where
|X(n)| = |Y (n)| = 2n−4 and Xi is opposit sided to Yi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.

C. Contains all information

Let R(n) denote the nth row of the space time diagram (similar to the
one shown in figure 9, right) obtained by evolving our cellular automata
forever from the starting condition 4∞.

Now its clear that R(n)[1,n] = D(n)1D(n− 1)2D(n− 2)3...D(1)n.
So now, for any binary string β ∈ {0, 1}m suppose we wish to find

an a, b such that bR(a)b
3 cb

R(a)b+1

3 c...bR(a)b+m−1

3 c = β.
We can achieve this with the following algorithm:
Choose k = 9m.
Now observe the diagonal, and if its innapropriate shift it to the

right by a power of 2.
The Algorithm
The algorithm finds a substring of a row of the space time diagram

(similar to the one shown in figure 9, right) obtained by evolving our
cellular automata forever from the starting condition 4∞, which be-
comes equal to a generic binary string β ∈ {0, 1}m when operated on
by the mapping q(j) = b j3c.

The algorithm works as follows:
If βm = 0 let xm = 4m+ 3, ym = 5.
If βm = 1 let xm = 4m+ 1, ym = 5.
For i from 1 to m− 1 do;
If q(D(5 + i)xm−i+1−1) = βm−i then let xm−i = xm−i+1 − 1 and

ym−i = 5 + i, otherwise
∀j ∈ {m− i+ 1,m− i+ 2, ...,m}
Replace xj with xj +25+i−4 and then let xm−i = xm−i+1−1+25+i−4

and let ym−i = 5 + i. End if.
End do.
Now D(y1)x1D(y2)x2 ...D(ym)xm will be a substring of a row in the

space time diagram (similar to the one shown in figure 9, right) ob-
tained by evolving our cellular automata forever from the starting con-
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dition 4∞ which is such that q(D(y1)x1)q(D(y2)x2)...q(D(ym)xm) = β.
The central lemma behind the algorithm
Lemma 777
For n ≥ 5, ∀i ≥ 1 we have that that D(n)i is opposit sided to

D(n)i+2n−4 . Moreover, ∀m > n− 4 we have D(n)i+2m = D(n)i.
Proof
This result follows quite directly from lemma 77. Suppose n ≥

5. Now according to Lemma 77 we can write D(n) = P (n)∞ where
P (n) = X(n)Y (n), |X(n)| = |Y (n)| = 2n−4 and X(n)i is opposit
sided from Y (n)i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2n−4}. Note how this implies that
|P (n)| = 2n−3.

First note that for m > n−4 we have that 2m = k.2n−3 for a positive
integer k. This implies D(n)i+2m = D(n)i since D(n) is periodic from
the start with period 2n−3.

Now for any i ≥ 0 we can write i = A.2n−3 + j where A and j
are non-negative integers and A is as large as possible. In fact j = i
mod 2n−3

Now clearly if j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2n−4} then D(n)i = X(n)j . Now since
D(n) = (X(n)Y (n))∞, where |X(n)| = |Y (n)| = 2n−4, we must clearly
have that D(n)i+2n−4 = Y (n)j , and we have already remarked that
Y (n)j is opposit sided to X(n)j = D(n)i in lemma 77.

Also note that if j ∈ {2n−4 + 1, 2n−4 + 2, ..., 2n−3− 1} then D(n)i =
Y (n)j−2n−4 . Now sinceD(n) = (X(n)Y (n))∞, where |X(n)| = |Y (n)| =
2n−4, we must have that D(n)i+2n−4 = X(n)j−2n−4 , and this means we
can use lemma 77 to infer that D(n)i+2n−4 is opposite sided from D(n)i.
Finally note that if j = 0 then D(n)i = Y (n)2n−4 . In this case the fact
that D(n) = (X(n)Y (n))∞, where |X(n)| = |Y (n)| = 2n−4, implies
that we must have D(n)i+2n−4 = X(n)2n−4 , which again is opposite
sided to D(n)i. QED.

Notation recall
h(n) denotes the nth row in the space time diagram obtained by

starting our cellular automata off from the initial condition 4∞. For
example h(1) = 4∞, h(2) = 14∞.
D(n) = h(n)1h(n + 1)2h(n + 2)3... denotes the nth diagonal. The

diagonals go diagnoly downwards and right, starting from the left hand
side of our space time diagram. When we say ‘travel m places down
the diagnonal from (x, y) (i.e., the xth row and the yth column)’, we
mean travel from (x, y) to (x+m, y +m).

Let M denote the matrix whose nth row is h(n). In other words
Mn,i = h(n)i ∀n, i ≥ 1.

More generally, for a sequence s = ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xm, ym)) we
let Ms denote the sequence Mx1,y1Mx2,y2 ...Mxm,ym .

Also, for a sequence x = x1x2...xm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}m we define x
3 c =

bx13 cb
x2
3 c...b

xm
3 c.

a is opposite sided to b if and only if b a3c 6= b
b
3c.
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How the diagonals correspond with the rows
Lemma 71
∀i, n ≥ 1 such that we have D(n)i = h(n+ i− 1)i = Mn+i−1,i. Also,

when 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have Mn,i = h(n)i = D(n− i+ 1)i.
Proof
The fact that D(n)i = h(n + i − 1)i = Mn+i−1,i follows from the

simple pattern D(n) = h(n)1h(n+1)2h(n+2)3.... The fact that Mn,i =
h(n)i = D(n− i+ 1)i can be seen from inverting the relation D(n)i =
h(n+ i− 1)i = Mn+i−1,i. QED.

A row oriented version of lemma 777
Lemma 72

Whenever 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have bh(n)i
3 c = 1−bh(n+2n−i−3)i+2n−i−3

3 c. Also
∀m > n− i− 3 we have h(n)i = h(n+ 2m)i+2m .

Proof
This follows directly from lemma 777. In particular (n, i) is the

ith entry one arrives at when traveling along/down the (n − i + 1)th
diagonal. It follows from Lemma 71 that h(n)i = D(n − i + 1)i. Now
for any m, it follows that the space time point (n + 2m, i + 2m) is
the (i + 2m)th entry one arrives at when traveling along/down the
(n− i+1)th diagonal. It follows that h(n+2m)i+2m = D(n− i+1)i+2m .
Now Lemma 777 implies that when m = n−i+1−4 = n−i−3 we have
that D(n− i+ 1)i+2m is opposite sided to D(n− i+ 1)i. This implies

bD(n−i+1)i
3 c = 1−bD(n−i+1)i+2m

3 c and hence bh(n)i
3 c = 1−bh(n+2m)i+2m

3 c.
Similarly, when m > n− i−3, Lemma 777 implies that D(n− i+1)i =
D(n− i+ 1)i+2m , which implies that h(n)i = h(n+ 2m)i+2m . QED.

A simple inductive lemma that can be used to start finding
β

Suppose β ∈ {0, 1}m is a generic binary string, with m ≥ 1. Now we

wish to find a value of n ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1 such that bh(n)p
3 cb

h(n)p+1

3 c...bh(n)p+m−1

3 c =
β. In other words, we want to find a substring of a row of the space
time plot, which becomes β when we replace each 1 or 2 with a 0 and
we replace each 3 or 4 with a 1.

Now lets introduce some terminology. We say that n and p satisfy
β up to I when we have

bh(n)p+m−I
3 cbh(n)p+m−I+1

3 c...bh(n)p+m−2

3 bh(n)p+m−1

3 c = βm−I+1βm−I+2...βm−1βm.
In other words n and p satisfy β up to I when the last I entries

of the string h(n)[p,p+m−1] get mapped to the last I entries of β under
the b◦3c operation. Clearly if we can show that find an n and p which
satisfy β up to I = m then we have achieved our goal, in the sense that

bh(n)[p,p+m−1]

3 c = β. We show the existance of the n and p we seek, by
(later) using the following lemma with induction.

Lemma 73
Consider any β ∈ {0, 1}m with m ≥ 1. Suppose n ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1

are such that n + p − m − 2 > 0 and n > p + m. Now if n and p
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satisfy β up to I ∈ {1, 2, ...,m− 1} then either n and p satisfy β up to
I + 1 or n∗ = n + 2n+I−p−m−2 and p∗ = p + 2n+I−p−m−2 satisfy β up
to I + 1. Also, in the later case we will have n∗ + p∗ −m− 2 > 0 and
n∗ > p∗ +m.

Proof
Suppose our n ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1 are such that n+ p−m− 2 > 0 and

n > p+m. Also suppose n and p satisfy β up to I ∈ {1, 2, ...,m− 1}.
Also suppose n and p do not satisfy β up to I + 1.

Now in this case we have bh(n)p+m−I
3 cbh(n)p+m−I+1

3 c...bh(n)p+m−2

3 bh(n)p+m−1

3 c =
βm−I+1βm−I+2...βm−1βm.

In addition we have bh(n)p+m−I−1

3 c = 1− βm−I .
Now note that Lemma 72 implies that we shall have h(n)p+m−Ih(n)p+m−I+1...h(n)p+m−2h(n)p+m−1 =

h(n∗)p∗+m−Ih(n∗)p∗+m−I+1...h(n)p∗+m−2h(n∗)p∗+m−1.
To see this note that every member of the sequence h(n)p+m−Ih(n)p+m−I+1...h(n)p+m−2h(n)p+m−1

can be written as h(n)p+m−I+j for some j ∈ {0, 1, .., I − 1}. Now
for any member of this sequence, say h(n)p+m−I+j , we can make the
substitutions A = n and B = p + m − I + j. Now one can see
that h(n∗)p∗+m−I+j = h(n+ 2n+I−p−m−2)p+m−I+j+2n+I−p−m−2 = h(A+
2A−B+j−2)B+2A−B+j−2 . Now since A−B+j−2 > A−B−3 and3 A ≥ B
we can apply Lemma 72 to tell us that h(A+ 2A−B+j−2)B+2A−B+j−2 =
h(A)B = h(n)p+m−I+j .

The fact that h(n)p+m−Ih(n)p+m−I+1...h(n)p+m−2h(n)p+m−1 = h(n∗)p∗+m−Ih(n∗)p∗+m−I+1...h(n)p∗+m−2h(n∗)p∗+m−1

implies we will have bh(n∗)p∗+m−I
3 cbh(n∗)p∗+m−I+1

3 c...bh(n∗)p∗+m−2

3 bh(n∗)p∗+m−1

3 c =
βm−I+1βm−I+2...βm−1βm, which means that p∗ and n∗ satisfy β up to
I.

Now also note that Lemma 72 implies that we shall have bh(n∗)p∗+m−I−1

3 c =

1− bh(n)p+m−I−1

3 c = βm−I .
To see this note that one can make the substitutions A′ = n and

B′ = p + m − I − 1 and in this case h(n)p+m−I−1 = h(A′)B′ . Now

clearly4 A′ ≥ B′ and we can use Lemma 72 to tell us that bh(A′)B′
3 c =

1 − b
h(A′+2A

′−B′−3)
B′+2A

′−B′−3

3 c. Now A′ −B′ − 3 = n − p −m + I − 2

and so A′ + 2A
′−B′−3 = n∗ and B′ + 2A

′−B′−3 = p∗ +m− I − 1 and so

we have shown bh(n∗)p∗+m−I−1

3 c = 1− bh(n)p+m−I−1

3 c = βm−I as required.

The fact that bh(n∗)p∗+m−I−1

3 c = 1 − bh(n)p+m−I−1

3 c = βm−I , together
with the fact that p∗ and n∗ satisfy β up to I, now imply that p∗ and
n∗ satisfy β up to I + 1.

It is also easy to check that n∗ + p∗ ≥ n+ p > m+ 2 and n∗ − p∗ =
n− p > +m.

QED.

3again is this clear
4really clear ?
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A starting point, and ending point for the inductive lemma
Lemma 74
Suppose β ∈ {0, 1}m is such that m ≥ 1. Now if βm = 0 then

n = 7 + 4m and p = 3m+ 4 satisfy β up to I = 1. Also if βm = 1 then
n = 5 + 4m and p = 3m+ 2 satisfy β up to I = 1. Moreover, in either
case n ≥ 1, p ≥ 1, n+ p−m− 2 > 0 and n > p+m

Proof
For the case where βm = 0, we have h(n)p+m−1 = h(7 + 4m)4m+3 =

D(5)4m+3 by Lemma 71. Now D(5) = (4322)∞ so clearly we have

bh(7+4m)4m+3

3 c = bD(5)4m+3

3 c = 0.
For the case where βm = 1, we have h(n)p+m−1 = h(5 + 4m)4m+1 =

D(5)4m+1 by Lemma 71. Now D(5) = (4322)∞ so clearly we have

bh(5+4m)4m+1

3 c = bD(5)4m+1

3 c = 1.
Clearly5, in either case n ≥ 1, p ≥ 1, n+p−m−2 > 0 and n > p+m.
QED.
The proof and wider implications
Given β ∈ {0, 1}m is such that m ≥ 1, apply Lemma 74 to find an n

and p which satisfy β up to I = 1. Now apply Lemma 73 repeatedly,
until one has found an n and p which satisfy β up to I = m.

Bounds and how wide and deep we have to go to find β

D. Technicalities of our compression scheme

In this section we shall relate the technical details of the compression
scheme we discussed in section 5. The basic idea behind the scheme is
to try out a large number of completely reversible systems and find the
one which shrinks the input string most. The technical details about
what set of systems to use and the format in which the compressed data
is presented will be useful for one who wishes to repeat our experiment.
Note however that much work is still needed to find the set of systems
that works best and the best way to use them.

Our compression scheme is an algorithm which takes a binary string
x, of length greater than one, as an input and outputs another binary
string. The first stage of the algorithm, is to try out each member of
a large set of completely reversible systems to find the one that yields
the best compression. In order that our rules are reversible we work
with the string x22. The reason two 2’s are attached to the end of our
string is to prevent data loss at the far right hand side. The 22 tail
is removed after the compression has been performed. We used a set
Q12 ∪ Q13 ∪ Q23 of 1824 non-overlapping substitution systems. Each
of these is completely reversible for any input x22, where x is a binary
string of length greater than one.

5again is this clear
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Let A = {0, 10, 11} and B = {1, 00, 01}. We define Q12 as the set of
all systems with rules {a1 → b1, a2 → b2, a3 → b3, a4 → b4} such that
the following six conditions hold;

1) {a1, a2, a3} ∈ {A,B},
2) {b1, b2, b3} ∈ {A,B},
3) {a1, a2, a3} = A⇒ a4 = 12,
4) {b1, b2, b3} = A⇒ b4 = 12,
5) {a1, a2, a3} = B ⇒ a4 = 02,
6) {b1, b2, b3} = B ⇒ b4 = 02.

Let C = {0, 100, 101, 110, 111, 102, 112, 122} and let
D = {1, 000, 001, 010, 011, 002, 012, 022}.
We define Q13 to be the set of all systems with rules {a1 → b1, a2 →

b2, a3 → b3, a4 → b4, a5 → b5, a6 → b6, a7 → b7, a8 → b8} such that the
following six conditions hold;

1) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8} ∈ {C,D},
2) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8} ∈ {C,D},
3) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8} = C ⇒ {a6, a7} = {102, 112} and

a8 = 122,
4) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8} = D ⇒ {a6, a7} = {002, 012} and

a8 = 022,
5) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8} = C ⇒ {b6, b7} = {102, 112} and b8 =

122,
6) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8} = D ⇒ {b6, b7} = {002, 012} and b8 =

022.

Let E = {00, 01, 100, 101, 110, 111, 02, 102, 112, 122}
and F = {10, 11, 000, 001, 010, 011, 12, 002, 012, 022}.
We define Q23 to be the set of all systems with rules {a1 → b1, a2 →

b2, a3 → b3, a4 → b4, a5 → b5, a6 → b6, a7 → b7, a8 → b8, a9 →
b9, a10 → b10} such that the following six conditions hold;

1) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10} ∈ {E,F},

2) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10} ∈ {E,F},

3) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10} = E ⇒ {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6} =
{00, 01, 100, 101, 110, 111} and a10 = 122,

4) {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10} = F ⇒ {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6} =
{10, 11, 000, 001, 010, 011} and a10 = 022,

5) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10} = E⇒{b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6} = {00, 01, 100, 101, 110, 111}
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and b10 = 122,

6) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b10} = F ⇒{b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6} = {10, 11, 000, 001, 010, 011}
and b10 = 022.

We give each system in Q12 ∪Q13 ∪Q23 a number, from 1 to 1824.
Our algorithm takes the string x22 and tries out each of these systems.
The way test particular system is to input x22, and repeatedly update
the string -checking each time whether the string has decreased in
length. When the string fails to decrease in length we stop and record
(i, yi, ti) where i is the number of the system used, yi is the compressed
string and ti is the number of time steps that x22 must be evolved
under the ith system to yield yi.

Once all rules have been tested in this manner we find find the
system k which produces the shortest string yk. The final stage is to
encode the data (k, yk, tk) as a binary output. We write (k, yk, tk) in
binary as

1tk0|bin(k)|bin(k)clip(yk)

. Where bin(k) is the base two representation of k (i.e. bin(6) = 110)
and clip(yk) is the string obtained by taking yk and deleting its last two
characters (22). If 1tk0|bin(k)|bin(k)clip(yk) is shorter than the initial
string then it is returned as the output, otherwise the initial string is
the output.

The string 1tk0|bin(k)|bin(k)clip(yk) can be uncompressed in a rela-
tively straightforward way. From the data 1tk0|bin(k)|bin(k)clip(yk) one
may extract the values of k, tk and yk. The original data is then re-
covered by inverting the kth rule and evolving yk for tk time steps
under the inverted rule to regain x22. The original data will then be
clip(x22) = x.

The scheme we used to generate the results shown in figure 8 was
based upon the algorithm we have just described. The only difference
is that we applied the algorithm repeatedly -feeding the output back
in again and again until it stopped getting shorter. The number of
iterations I of our algorithm used was recorded as an additional header
0I on the front of the resultant, compressed, string.
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